




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































p = P/2 + k









Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3
Since we are calculating higher order eects we neglect the mass of the bottom quark
although it may be included in principle. For the electroweak theory we use the
R

-gauge. The gauge parameter  will not be xed in the following.
The total contribution of g.1 to the decay width between Barbieri-Remiddi (BR)

























































is the well known zero order result which is twice the decay width of a free
top quark. It proves sucient to evaluate the graphs shown in g. 2 to leading order.










































We note already here that with the help of the Schrodinger equation the gauge de-
pendent terms proportional (m
2
; ) exactly cancel in (2) plus (4)!


























































denotes some QCD perturbation and hh::ii means between BR wave
functions. g
1
denotes the reduced Green function for the state under consideration.
The rst contribution to ,
3
is shown in g. 3. It is sucient to evaluate (5) and (6)













































(4) all gauge dependent terms are found to cancel. Moreover a striking feature




is that even the gauge-independent terms precisely sum to zero as
well, which is by no means "natural" in view of the explicit expressions. In a similar



















Recalling that 1  
2
n








, the residual eect may be interpreted as
an approximation of the -factor for the time dilatation for the weakly bound top.
The origin of that term, the relativistically generalized Coulomb-kernel K
BR
gives




one can show that the usual QED-like Ward identity, which is valid here within the
expectation value, is responsible for their cancellation.
A reader familiar with phenomenological calculations may wonder why no run-
ning coupling in 
s
or even a more "realistic" potential involving a conning piece
has been used. The simple answer is that any generalization of this type would com-
pletely ruin the strictly perturbative approach and, as a consequence, also the built-in
gauge-independence advocated here. Any further correction like e.g. the gluon vac-
uum polarization (cf. h
QCD
0
above ) must be accounted for as a separate perturbation
and must under no circumstances be mixed with higher order leading logs in pertur-
bation theory, as summarized in a running 
s
. Our result provides a theoretical basis
for including only time-dilatation eects in , in explicit computations of the Green
function for toponium near threshold
3
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